After seeing their website and speaking to the Arlington team they recommended we visit their
showroom in Leeds to really appreciate what ranges and products they can provide.
This was great advice as they have a superb range of fitted kitchens on display with fitted appliances
and many different styles and practice ideas.
The Arlington team then discussed with us our ideas and designed our kitchen to suit.
Ben came up with a great design maximizing the space we had in a quite unusual shaped kitchen,
tapering units and work tops to give a contemporary, practice design, encompassing our ideas and
needs.
We viewed our kitchen in their design centre where we were able to tweak and view different ideas
playing with colour and design variations until we were happy.
Ben provided informal professional advice and practical ideas with emphasis on our needs and showed
great patience as we changed our minds until we had picked the colour and design of our kitchen!
After we had decided what we could fit in our space, Richard and Ben provided expert advice on which
appliances we could choose; showed us examples in the showroom, where they were able to go in the
kitchen, and which were best value for money without compromising on quality.
They did not try to sell us the most expensive appliances, but offered excellent advice on which would
suit us, our kitchen, and what each item did and what we were getting for our money.
This advice is invaluable as too many companies try to sell you the appliances which may look fantastic
but fail to deliver on what you need for your kitchen!
After having great fun choosing everything for our kitchen we still were undecided on the work top colour!
We really could not decide, and after going through all Arlington’s ranges Ben decided it may help to go
and see full pieces of stone samples to get a better feel for what we wanted.
He took us to their stone supplier where we were able to view all the different materials they could use to
make the worktops!
We finally decided which worktop was for us!
After completing our design the Arlington team gave us invaluable advice on installation ideas and was
really helpful when I needed advice on all the parts of the installation process!
We have been enjoying our kitchen now for 6 months and have had no problems with anything!
It still feels great every morning when we walk into our fantastic new kitchen; the novelty truly has not
worn off!
I would recommend the Arlington team to anyone as they have been so helpful and nothing was a
problem to them, solutions are their specialty!
They provided relaxed informal expert design and advice, and have delivered us our dream kitchen!
Many Thanks to the Arlington team!
Darren and Claire Jones, Whitby

